PROGRAMME FOR EPLAW CONGRESS – 16 NOVEMBER 2007

09.00 – 09.30
PRESIDENT'S REPORT AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY BUSINESS, INCLUDING:

ELECTION OF NEW PRESIDENT/CHAIRMAN

- Board Nominee is Willem Hoyng

ELECTION OF NEW VICE PRESIDENT TO REPLACE WILLEM HOYNG

- Board Nominee is Mario Franzosi

CONFIRMATION OF THE APPOINTMENTS OF GONZALO DE ULLOA AND PETER-ULRIK PLESNER AS DIRECTORS

09.30
IMPLEMENTATION OF ART 13 DIRECTIVE 2004/48 IN THREE SESSIONS

Winfried Tilmann
Pierre Gendraud, Head of IP Peugeot Citroen SA/Expert près la Cour d'appel de Paris
Richard Boulton, Barrister and Director of LECG
Eric Bensen, Paul, Hastings, Janofski & Walker LLP
Klaus Grabinski, District Court, Dusseldorf

09.45 – 10.45
1. CALCULATION OF DAMAGES

10.45 – 11.15
COFFEE

11.15 – 12.15
2. RECOVERY OF INFRINGER’S PROFITS

12.15 – 13.00
3. CALCULATION OF REASONABLE ROYALTY

13.00 – 14.30
LUNCH

14.30 – 14.45
DEMONSTRATION OF EPLAW BLOG

Dr Myles Jelf, Partner, Bristows

14.45 – 15.15
REPORT ON THREE SESSIONS

Winfried Tilmann

15.15 – 15.45
COFFEE

15.45 – 16.30
IMPLEMENTATION OF BOLAR EXEMPTION

Marie Manley, Partner, Bristows
16.30 – 17.00  THE DRAFT ROME II CONVENTION
Pierre Veron

17.00  END OF CONGRESS